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ABSTRACT: To design and build living systems, synthetic biologists have at their
disposal an increasingly large library of naturally derived and synthetic parts. These parts
must be combined together in particular orders, orientations, and spacings to achieve
desired functionalities. These structural constraints can be viewed as grammatical rules
describing how to assemble parts together into larger functional units. Here, we develop
a grammar for the design of synthetic transcription factors (sTFs) in eukaryotic cells and
implement it within GenoCAD, a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software for
synthetic biology. Knowledge derived from experimental evidence was captured in this
grammar to guide the user to create designer transcription factors that should operate as
intended. The grammar can be easily updated and refined as our experience with using
sTFs in different contexts increases. In combination with grammars that define other
synthetic systems, we anticipate that this work will enable the more reliable, efficient,
and automated design of synthetic cells with rich functionalities.
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Synthetic biology aims to rationally create living systems for
basic science, biomedical, and biotechnology applications. To
do this, one must first understand how to design synthetic
networks with which to program these living systems. In order
to implement complex synthetic networks, synthetic biologists
require a library of well-characterized parts, such as promoters,
terminators, transcription factors (TFs), and reporters, as well
as rules for assembling these parts into higher-order circuits.
Transcription factors are an important class of parts for

synthetic biology. They often form the regulatory links within
the networks that synthetic biologists build. Synthetic networks
constructed to date have largely relied upon the use of TFs
from nature, such as TetR, LacI, and AraC.1−3 However, the
number of well-characterized and orthogonal natural TFs is
limited; solely relying on natural TFs therefore imposes
limitations on the size of synthetic networks that can be
constructed. To overcome this problem, synthetic transcription
factors (sTFs) have been created,4−18 and a variety of platforms
for implementing large libraries of sTFs have been
described,7,8,12 which remove the constraints imposed by
natural TFs.
Substructure of sTFs. The design of synthetic tran-

scription factors relies on the fact that proteins can be
modularized and assembled into interchangeable, and generally
quasi-independent protein domains. The term ‘transcription
factor’ traditionally refers to any protein that regulates
transcription by any means. However, within the context of
this discussion, all TFs, whether synthetic or natural, influence
gene expression by DNA binding at or near promoters and
therefore require DNA-binding domains (DBDs). For instance,
the zinc-finger-based class of sTFs uses a series of zinc fingers as

DBDs, with each zinc finger (ZF) containing a defined amino-
acid sequence, which recognizes a specific DNA triplet code
(e.g., CTG). By fusing together multiple zinc fingers, a larger
DNA-binding domain that recognizes a longer DNA sequence
can be constructed.17,19−22

TFs can generally be divided into two classes; activators,
which activate or increase transcription, and repressors, which
decrease or repress transcription. In yeast, activation and
repression are typically mediated by ‘effector domains’, which
are fused to DBDs, allowing them to be targeted to specific
promoters. A commonly used activation domain in synthetic
activators in yeast is the VP16 domain, or its derivative, the
VP64 domain (formed from 4 tandem repeats of the VP16
domain),7,8,12 while a commonly used repression domain is the
SSN6 domain.23 VP16 recruits various transcription factors
necessary for transcription and a Histone Acetylase Complex
(HAC).24 HACs lead to acetylation of nearby histones, causing
chromatin to unwind and allowing access to the promoter by
the transcriptional machinery.24 Conversely, SSN6 is thought to
repress transcription by preventing transcriptional initiation by
RNA polymerase and recruiting Histone Deacetylase Com-
plexes (HDACs), which deacetylate histones, leading to
compaction of the chromatin and prevention of further access
to the promoter by the transcriptional machinery.25 Repression
can also be achieved without an effector domain by using DBDs
to sterically block initiation of RNA polymerase.18
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Rules and Grammars. A grammar is simply a set of design
rules, which can be used to guide the design process or enforce
standards. This formalism is suited to capturing a domain
expertise in a format that constrains nonexpert users to produce
designs that conform to what is known by expert users (i.e., the
experienced synthetic biologist) to typically work. For instance,
many synthetic biologists working on various applications use
eukaryotic sTFs in their projects. Yet, only a small fraction of
the potential users of sTFs are familiar enough with sTF design
to take advantage of the rapid progress in this field. The
grammar presented here could help transfer the expertise of
sTF specialists to those with expertise in other fields.
To someone specializing in the development of the next

generation of sTFs, the benefits of constraining the design
process may not be immediately apparent since optimal designs
are unknown. In this case, grammars are a formal

representation of a hypothesis that will be tested experimen-
tally. This formalization effort encourages a thorough analysis
of the different aspects of the design process, which can help
uncover potential issues before starting the experimental
validation. It also supports the articulation of various context-
dependencies that may affect the success of a design strategy in
different conditions. Furthermore, grammars implemented
within computer-aided design tools may help to organize
experimental libraries and plans.

Rules for sTF Design. On some level, all biological parts
(whether natural or synthetic) conform to certain design rules
to varying degrees. For example, E. coli promoters usually
require −10 and −35 boxes for RNA polymerase binding to
initiate transcription, while proteins require a start codon from
where translation is started. The structure of sTFs can also be
designed to conform to certain rules. For instance, to design an

Figure 1. Structures of sTFs allowed within the grammar. Eight possible general structures are allowed within the grammar. In addition, E1−E3 are
experimentally verified structures. DBD = DNA-binding domain, LNK = linker domain, ED = effector domain, NLS = nuclear localization signal,
CLV = cleavage domain, REP = reporter, PID = protein interaction domain. All constructs are oriented from 5′ to 3′. References for structures 1−8
describe studies in which similar structures have been experimentally verified. References for structures E1−E3 denote the study in which the
structure was experimentally verified.
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sTF that behaves as an activator, it should have a DBD fused
somehow to an AD. However, just as the structure of an sTF
can be more complex than a two-domain fusion, the grammar
can also be more complex.
Here, we propose a grammar for the design of sTFs in

Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We implement this in GenoCAD, a
web-based synthetic-biology CAD software.26 GenoCAD was
derived from the observation that constructs used in synthetic
biology could be generated by context-free grammars.27 It is
therefore a logical choice for implementing an sTF grammar.
GenoCAD includes a system to create and manage libraries of
user-defined parts. The GenoCAD design module provides a
wizard-like interface which guides users to generate structurally
valid constructs, and allows the online design workspace to be
customized.26 We propose grammars for the design of sTFs
based on zinc fingers, transcription activator-like effectors
(TALEs), and the recently developed Clustered Regularly
Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)/Cas-based
system. Our grammar covers the design of sTFs that (1) use
any one of these systems, (2) use effector domains to activate
or repress transcription, (3) use fluorescent reporter domains
to enable quantification of sTF abundance, and (4) permit the
design of sTFs that form dimeric complexes with other sTFs,
which can be used to engineer cooperativity between sTF
monomers.
We believe our grammar serves as a first attempt to

standardize sTF design and create a foundation that can be
built upon and refined as experience with designing and using
sTFs grows.

■ sTF GRAMMAR
While it would be possible to construct an arbitrarily broad
grammar that would allow an expert user to define any
combination of protein domains in any order, this defeats the
purpose of the grammar in productively constraining nonexpert
users. Therefore, we have opted for a highly constrained
grammar based around 11 possible sTF structures (Figure 1).
The 11 possible structures are, 5′ to 3′, as follows:

1. 5′-REP-CLV-NLS-ED-LNK-DBD-3′
2. 5′-NLS-ED-LNK-DBD-3′
3. 5′-REP-CLV-NLS-DBD-3′
4. 5′-NLS-DBD-3′
5. 5′-REP-CLV-NLS-ED-LNK-DBD-LNK-PID-3′
6. 5′-NLS-ED-LNK-DBD-LNK-PID-3′
7. 5′-REP-CLV-NLS-DBD-LNK-PID-3′
8. 5′-NLS-DBD-LNK-PID-3′

E1. 5′-NLS-ED-DBD-3′
E2. 5′-NLS-DBD-ED-3′
E3. 5′-NLS-ED-DBD-LNK-PID-3′

where PID = protein interaction domain, LNK = linker domain,
ED = effector domain, CLV = cleavage domain, REP = reporter
domain, NLS = nuclear localization sequence.
Structures 1−8 shown in Figure 1 allow for the construction

of sTFs that can provide either activation through effector
domains, or repression by effector domains or steric hindrance
of RNA polymerase initiation. The sTF expression levels can be
quantified using reporter proteins and sTFs can be made to
behave cooperatively when paired with a suitable partner.
These structures therefore cover the range of functions that are
required by sTFs in the construction of synthetic gene
networks. The design of our structures is based on a synthesis
of the available experimental evidence. However, many of these

structures are themselves novel and, to our knowledge, have
not yet been experimentally verified. References in Figure 1
denote studies that offer experimental evidence for structures
that are similar to the structures presented here. We have also
included three structures that have been experimentally verified
in S. cerevisiae (E1−E3). These are two variants of an NLS-
DBD-ED structure (E1 and E2) and a modification of E1 that
allows for protein−protein interactions (E3).
For structures 1−8, the general structural constraints

captured in the grammar are as follows:

• The physical structure of the sTF (i.e., the ordering of
the domains) is organized around the position of the
DBD.

• All domains apart from the PID (with a LNK domain
present between it and the DBD) are built 5′ to the
DBD.

• PIDs are built 3′ to the DBD.
• If a reporter is used, it is the 5′ terminal domain.
• Between a DBD and either a PID or an ED, there must

be a linker domain (LNK).
• Between any domain and the reporter domain, there

must be a cleavage domain (CLV). The most common
cleavage domain, and the one used in the library with our
GenoCAD grammar is the 2A sequence. However, this is
not a true cleavage domain as no proteolytic cleavage of
the protein occurs. Rather, the 2A sequence causes
‘ribosome skipping’ to occur,28 whereby the peptide
bond formation does not occur, and two separate
proteins are therefore produced.29 In order to follow
the literature on 2A domains, we refer to CLVs as
‘cleavage domains’29 to denote that they include any
domain that separates proteins, whether it be by true
cleavage or not.

• A nuclear localization signal (NLS) is added at the 5′ of
the protein. If a cleavage domain is present, then the NLS
is immediately 3′ to the cleavage domain.

There are many possible variations of the structures 1−8
shown in Figure 1, and the subdomains in these different fusion
configurations may have different structures and therefore
different activities. For simple fusion proteins, such as the
fusion of one domain with a fluorescent protein, it has been
suggested that both configurations of the fusion protein be
tested.30 However, when the number of possible configurations
is large, testing all possible configurations is usually impractical.
The justifications for these general constraints are as follows:

• Both the PDZ and leucine zipper (LZ) domains have
been used successfully as PIDs to enable cooperativity in
sTFs.8,12 LZ domains have been shown to function when
placed internally in the sTF8 and should also function at
either terminus. However, the ligand to which the PDZ
domain binds must be at the C-terminal of the protein.31

To minimize the number of available structures, we
therefore constrain both components of a PID-based
interaction (the protein and its ligand) to be at the 3′ (C-
terminal) end.

• Because of the constraint on the PID to be at the 3′ end,
we therefore constrain all other domains to be 5′ to the
DBD. ZF-based sTFs have been successfully constructed
with the effector domain to the 5′ of the DBD.12

• Linker domains are routinely used when creating fusion
proteins and have been shown to improve folding and
stability of fusion proteins, enhance the expression of
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fusion proteins, and increase the activity of the fusion
protein.32

• Nuclear localization signals have been placed internal to
sTFs7 as well as at the termini.7,12 To our knowledge,
there has not yet been a comprehensive study as to if and
how the placement and number of NLSs affects the
characteristics of the sTF. Therefore, here, we place the
NLS at the N-terminal region with respect to the DBD.

• The addition of a reporter domain at the 5′ end of the
sTF allows for the concentration of sTFs present within
the cell at any given time to be quantified. However, the
presence of this additional reporter domain may
adversely affect the folding of the rest of the sTF,
impairing its function and vice versa. Placing a ‘cleavage’
domain before the reporter may mitigate any such issue.
Upon translation, the ‘cleavage’ domain results in the

protein sequence being cleaved at a specific position. The
efficiency of ‘cleavage’ with 2A domains has been shown
to be affected by the sequence of the upstream protein.29

However, by simply adding a Gly-Ser-Gly (GSG linker)
before the 2A sequence, the efficiency can be increased
to ∼100% for all upstream proteins tested.29 We include
this GSG linker as a standard component of the P2A
sequence.

PIDs. PIDs can be defined as either homodimerization (e.g.,
the LZ domain) or heterodimerization domains (e.g., the PDZ
domain and its ligand, or heterospecific interactions based on
coiled-coils33,34). Heterodimeric PIDs can be further defined as
positive (+) or negative (−). A positive PID is intended to
interact with a complementary negative PID. As both PIDs are
on the 3′ end of the sTF, in the case of PDZ domains one of
the sTFs must reverse its direction to allow for interaction

Figure 2. Example design process for an sTF within GenoCAD. The seven steps of the process are oriented from top to bottom. The transformation
rules that transform the construct from the start state to the final construct are depicted in bold italics (sTf, def1, dbdToTal, dbdToRvds,
rvdToTwoRvd, edToAd, repDef1). DBD = DNA-binding domain, LNK = linker domain, ED = effector domain, NLS = nuclear localization signal,
CLV = cleavage domain, REP = reporter, TALBDB = TALE DNA-binding domain, TAL5 = 5′ domain of the TALE, TAL3 = 3′ domain of the
TALE, RVD = repeat variable domain, AD = activation domain, FP = fluorescent protein. The right-angled arrow and “T” denote the promoter and
the terminator, respectively. KOZ, STRT, and STP denote a Kozak sequence, start codon, and stop codon, respectively. All constructs are oriented
from 5′ to 3′.
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between the two sTFs. It is trivial to synthesize the DNA-
binding site of the DBD in reverse, so this is where the
orientation issue is dealt with, rather than allowing PIDs to be
at the 5′ end of the sTF.
DBDs. ZF domains cannot be further subdefined in the

grammar. This is because of apparent interdependencies
between the individual ZFs that form a ZF-array DBD, which
means that ZFs do not always behave in a truly modular
fashion.35−37 It is therefore more reliable to use entire ZF-array
DBDs that have been verified for specificity, rather than
construct them de novo and risk interdependency issues. No
such interdependencies are known for the Repeat Variable
Domains (RVDs) that form the TALE-based DBDs, and
therefore, TALEs can be further subdefined in the design
process. A TALE domain must include a 5′ and 3′ TALE
region, and >0 repeat variable domains (RVDs) in-between the
5′ and 3′ TALE DBD region. The dCas9 domain cannot be
further subdefined.
gRNA. The CRISPR-TF system comprises a dCas9 domain

(optionally fused to an effector domain) and a guide RNA
(gRNA). dCas9 is a catalytically inactive form of the Cas9
nuclease. The gRNA itself is comprised of a sequence that
binds through complementary base pairing to one strand of the
DNA target sequence, and a ‘handle’ sequence: a hairpin
forming sequence that dCas9 recognizes and binds. The gRNA
therefore ‘guides’ the dCas9 based TF to its target site and
determines the DNA-binding specificity of the dCas9:gRNA
complex, and therefore, its effects on the expression of the
target gene.10,11,16 Every dCas9 domain should have a gRNA
defined for it. We use a single gRNA, where the handle and the
targeting sequence are fused, rather than the original ‘dual’
RNA system, where these components were separate and had
to interact in vivo for the system to function.38,39

The user is able to define gRNAs within the sTF grammar.
As gRNAs are not translated, they do not require either a start
or stop codon.
EDs. Effector domains can be designated as either activator

domains (ADs) or repressor domains (RDs).
REPs. Reporter domains can either be designated as a

fluorescent protein reporter (e.g., GFP or mCherry) or a
nonfluorescent protein reporter (e.g., β-galactosidase)

■ GENOCAD IMPLEMENTATION
The preceding section described the biological details of the
grammar. This section describes the specifics of the
implementation of this grammar within GenoCAD.
A GenoCAD grammar is defined by categories of genetic

parts and transformation rules between these categories. For
instance, an ED would be a category, as would an AD and an
RD. The transformation rule that links these would be that an
ED can be defined as (or ‘transformed’ into) either an AD or an
RD. When a user wants to define a genetic construct within
GenoCAD, they always begin from the ‘start’ category. From
the start category, they can iteratively transform particular
categories into different subcategories, therefore defining the
specifics of the genetic construct. An illustrative example is
shown in Figure 2.
The categories and transformation rules for the sTF grammar

are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
Future Developments to the Grammar. In this paper,

we have presented a grammar for the design of synthetic
transcription factors. We have implemented this in GenoCAD,
a CAD software that uses grammars to define synthetic

constructs. The grammars allow for the construction of 11
different sTF structures based on commonly used components.
The DNA-binding domain of the sTF can be defined as zinc
fingers, TALEs, or the dCas9 protein (which acts in concert
with a gRNA to target specific DNA sequences). Our grammar
also allows for the design of cooperative transcription factors
through the incorporation of protein interaction domains.
The grammar presented here represents one interpretation of

our current experience with sTFs. However, we make two
implicit assumptions in defining a grammar: first, our grammar
is focused on the domain structure of the transcription factors,
while ultimately it is the amino-acid sequence of the protein
that is important, as it is this sequence which defines how the
protein folds and therefore how it functions. Second, although
we base the selection of our 8 general structures on
experimental evidence, we are extrapolating from this evidence
to form the structures we described here. Thus, we assume that
what has been observed in one context (e.g., the placement of
NLSs in a particular sTF) will also be applicable in other sTFs.

Table 1. Categories in the sTF Grammara

category ID description type

S (start) start category; the default ‘root’ category of the
grammar

rewritable

sTF the entire sTF (not including the promoter or
terminator)

rewritable

DBD DBD of the sTF rewritable

TALDBD the part of the TALE formed by RVDs; does not
include the 5′ and 3′ TALE ends

rewritable

RVD an individual RVD that forms part of the TALE DBD rewritable

ED effector domain; can be either an activation or
repression domain

rewritable

REP reporter domain rewritable

PID protein interaction domain; can interact with other
protein interaction domains to allow the sTF to
form dimers

rewritable

gRNA guide RNA rewritable

PROM promoter that drives expression of the sTF terminal

KOZ Kozak sequence terminal

TERM terminator for the sTF terminal

ZFDBD DBD for a ZF-based sTF terminal

DCAS9 catalytically inactive Cas9 domain terminal

TAL5 5′ end of the TALE terminal

TAL3 3′ end of the TALE terminal

LNK (usually) short linker sequence that joins two domains terminal

CLV amino acid sequence that joins two domains but is
‘cleaved’ during/after translation, separating the
domains

terminal

FP fluorescent protein that acts as a reporter terminal

xREP any domain that acts as a reporter but is not an FP terminal

AD effector domain that is an activation domain; it causes
an increase in the expression of the target promoter

terminal

RD effector domain that is a repression domain; it causes a
decrease in the expression of the target promoter

terminal

PIDhm homodimerizing PID domain terminal

PIDht+ heterodimerizing ‘positive’ PID domain; will interact
with (bind to) its corresponding PIDht− domain

terminal

PIDht− heterodimerizing ‘negative’ PID domain; will interact
with (bind to) its corresponding PIDht+ domain

terminal

STRT start codon terminal

TRGT sequence of the gRNA complementary to the target
sequence

terminal

HNDLE Cas9-binding domain of the gRNA terminal

STP stop codon terminal
aRe-writable categories can be transformed into other categories, while
terminal categories cannot.
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These rules are intended to allow a user to design sTFs with
structures that will be functional. It should be noted that the 8
general structures we present in Figure 1 have not yet been
experimentally verified for functionalityalthough there are
similarities to known functional structures. However, there
likely exist structures that will have more desirable character-
istics than the ones allowed within this grammar. For instance,
perhaps using multiple nuclear-localization sequences in various
specific positions may increase the rate of nuclear import for a
certain sTF40,41 or putting a longer linker in between a ZF
DBD and a particular ED may increase the magnitude of the
expression change caused by the ED.32 This grammar should
therefore be revised as our knowledge of sTF design increases.
This grammar could be improved in a number of ways. For

example, although our grammar allows for a TALE DBD to be
constructed with only a single RVD, in reality, to ensure both
sufficient specificity and binding affinity, the number of RVDs

would typically be on the order of 20.7 With a single rewriting
rule (RVD → RVD RVD), the grammar can introduce as many
RVDs as necessary. However, the process is cumbersome and
having many RVD icons in the design is not particularly
elegant. A more refined version of the grammar could introduce
categories representing blocks of 1, 5, 10 RVDs and the
corresponding rules. Future iterations of the grammar will make
it possible to quickly generate a broad range of RVDs using a
smaller number of icons and rewriting steps. Furthermore, the
PID domains are labeled ‘positive’ and ‘negative’, which guide
the user somewhat toward permissible pairings of sTFs.
However, this is not a constraint, and the user is still able to
pair sTFs incorrectly. An improvement would therefore be for
the user to ‘pair up’ designed sTFs within GenoCAD, which
could be automatically examined for compatibility. Another
useful constraint on pairing would be between dCas9 domains
and gRNAs.
The current version of the grammar focuses on the design of

individual transcription factors. A natural extension of this
grammar would be to include rules allowing the design of gene
networks derived from these sTFs. For instance, one could
constrain sTFs to ‘pair’ with promoters that contain sequences
to which the DBD of the sTF is able to bind. Adding a network
layer to the grammar would make it possible to benefit from the
GenoCAD simulation environment. As sTF libraries become
better characterized with kinetic data, it would be advantageous
to be able to incorporate this information into GenoCAD for
the purpose of simulating the dynamics of gene networks built
from these sTFs. Further integration of synthetic circuit
modeling within whole-cell models in GenoCAD could
enhance the utility of this approach.42

As the number and complexity of components engineered by
synthetic biologists increases, encapsulating current knowledge
by defining standards will become increasingly important.
These standards will allow for more reliable construction of
synthetic living systems by scientists and engineers with a more
wide-ranging level of expertise. We propose that sTF grammars,
such as those presented here, begin to be considered as a first
step toward the standardization of a broad range of synthetic
genetic parts that could be combined in synthetic gene circuit
designs.
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Table 2. Transformation Rules in the sTF Grammar

rule code rule description

sTf S to PROM-KOZ-
STRT-sTF-STP-
TERM

converts the start state to a gene
structure containing an sTF

def1 sTF to REP-CLV-NLS-
ED-LNK-DBD

converts the sTF to the first structure
variant in list Figure 1

def2 sTF to NLS-ED-LNK-
DBD

converts the sTF to the second
structure variant in list Figure 1

def3 sTF to REP-CLV-NLS-
DBD

converts the sTF to the third
structure variant in list Figure 1

def4 sTF to NLS-DBD converts the sTF to the fourth
structure variant in list Figure 1

def5 sTF to REP-CLV-NLS-
ED-LNK-DBD-
LNK-PID

converts the sTF to the fifth structure
variant in list Figure 1

def6 sTF to NLS-ED-LNK-
DBD-LNK-PID

converts the sTF to the sixth
structure variant in list Figure 1

def7 sTF to REP-CLV-NLS-
DBD-LNK-PID

converts the sTF to the seventh
structure variant in list Figure 1

def8 sTF to NLS-DBD-
LNK-PID

converts the sTF to the eighth
structure variant in list Figure 1

defE1 sTF to NLS-ED-DBD converts the sTF to the structure E1
in Figure 1

defE2 sTF to NLS-DBD-ED converts the sTF to the structure E2
in Figure 1

defE3 sTF to NLS-ED-DBD-
LNK-PID

converts the sTF to the structure E3
in Figure 1.

dbdToTal DBD to TAL5-
TALDBD-TAL3

converts the DBD to a TALE DBD
including the 5′ and 3′ TALE end
regions

dbdToZf DBD to ZF converts the DBD to a zinc finger

dbdToDcas9 DBD to DCAS9 converts the DBD to a dCas9 domain

edToAd ED to AD converts the effector domain to an
activation domain

edToRd ED to RD converts the effector domain to a
repression domain

dbdToRvds TALDBD to RVD converts the TALE DBD to an RVD

rvdToTwoRvd RVD to RVD-RVD converts one RVD domain to two
RVD domains

repDef1 REP to FP converts a reporter to a fluorescent
protein

repDef2 REP to xREP converts a reporter to a reporter
domain other than a fluorescent
protein

pidhmDef PID to PIDhm converts a PID to a PIDhm domain

pidht+Def PID to PIDht+ converts a PID to a PIDht+ domain

pidht-Def PID to PIDht- converts a PID to a PIDht− domain

grna S to PROM-gRNA-
TERM

converts the start state to a gene
structure containing a gRNA

grnaDef gRNA to TRGT-
HNDLE

converts the gRNA to a target
sequence and a handle sequence
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